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Westinghouse Non-Proprietary Class 3

) Westinghouse

Ms. Cindy Bladey
Office of Administration
Mail Stop: 3WFN 06A-A44M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Westinghouse Electric Company
Engineering, Equipment and Major Projects
1000 Westinghouse Drive, Building 3
Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania 16066
USA

Direct tel:
Direct fax:

e-mail:

(412) 374-4643
(724) 940-8560
greshaja@wcstinghouse.com

LTR-NRC-14-65

October 1, 2014

Subject: Transmittal of Westinghouse Electric Company Comments on Draft Regulatory
Guide "Setpoints for Safety-Related Instrumentation" [Docket ID NRC-2014-01631

Dear Ms. Bladey,

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on draft Regulatory Guide, "Setpoints for
Safety-Related Instrumentation".

Please find enclosed the Westinghouse Electric Company (Westinghouse) comments on the draft
Regulatory Guide. The comments are arranged by page number of the document.

For technical questions regarding the enclosed comments, please contact Charles R. Tuley at (412)
374-5409 or Terrence P. Williams (412) 374-6457.

Very truly yours,

/J ames A. Gresham, Manager
Regulatory Compliance.

Attachment

0 2014 Westinghouse Electric Company LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Westinghouse Comments on Draft Regulatory Guide DG- 1141

(Proposed Revision 4 of Regulatory Guide 1. 105, dated December 1999)

Setpoints for Safety-Related Instrumentation

I) Page 10, Figure I: As Westinghouse understands Figure I, the definitions of Limiting Setpoint
(LSP), Nominal Setpoint (NSP). As Found Tolerance (AFT) and Setting Tolerance (ST), it is
conceivable that with a zero margin NSP. i.e., NSP = LSP, that +ST and +AFT must equal zero in
that the LSP is confirmed after the ST has been utilized (Note I of Figure I ) and the channel As
Found condition must be below the LSP if there is no Allowable Value (AV). While these may
be suitable requirements for a calibration as a single instrument string of both sensor and process
rack modules; they are overly conservative requirements when the sensor and the process racks
are calibrated separately with their own ST parameter magnitudes, even when excluding ST from
the Total Loop Uncertainty (TLU) to define the LSP. The Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology
(WSM) is based on calibration of the sensor and the process racks separately, with independent
ST and AFT for each. The ST and AFT for the sensor are independent of the NSP, i.e., about
calibration points (or desired As Left points) across the entire instrument channel span. The ST
and AFT for the process racks are also independent of the NSP, i.e., about calibration points (or
desired As Left points) across the entire instrument channel span. The only ST and AFT
applicable to an LSP would be associated with the trip bistable for analog process racks. As the
initial definition of an operable device (sensor or process racks) is the ability to calibrate and
plant calibration procedures do not allow a channel to be considered OPERABLE if a single
calibration point across the instrument channel span (including the NSP for the bistable) is
outside of the ST, the definition of the LSP does not exist in the WSM. Following the
requirements of TSTF-493 for the periodic evaluation (trending) of As Left and As Found
conditions for both the sensor and process racks across the entire instrument channel span and for
the bistable at the NSP is sufficient for the determination of sensor or process racks operability.
Even with a zero margin NSP, operability of the sensor and process racks within the TLU, and
thus trip or actuation before the Analytical Limit at the required two-sided 95/95 level is assured.
For this reason, Westinghouse disagrees with the proposed definition that the Limiting Safety
System Setting (LSSS) is the LSP, page 16 of the proposed revision. Westinghouse suggests that
a more appropriate LSSS definition for the WSM is the NSP. As noted in WCAP-l17504,
"Westinghouse Generic Setpoint Methodology." submitted February 2012 for review, the concept
of the LSP is not considered applicable to the Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology and is not
included in the evaluation process for protection system instrument channel operability.
Westinghouse therefore suggests that taken together: confirmation of the sensor or process racks
within the ST and verification of the As Found condition within the AFT, with appropriate
tracking or trending, are a sufficient definition of both equipment and instrument channel
operability.
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2) Page 11, Figure 1, Note I and Page 27, C.8c: As noted in Comment (t) above, the concept of the

LSP has little applicability to an instrument channel that is calibrated in two or more parts.

Particularly if those parts are calibrated at multiple calibration points that do not coincide with the
NSP. In reality the LSP is at most applicable only to the bistable of an analog instrument

channel, there being no calibration error in a digital instrument channel setpoint for an

addressable input to an algorithm. Thus, the requirement of C.8c constrains the calibration of the
bistable to be one-sided, which when taking the other instrument channel uncertainties into

account, is not necessary or consistent with a required two-sided uncertainty. It also places an

arbitrary, deterministic acceptance criterion on a statistical process, which if applied to the entire
instrument channel is unnecessarily conservative, particularly when trended plant data

demonstrates the random nature of equipment behavior, i.e., calibration and drift. Westinghouse
calculations of the zero margin NSP and the LSP (without inclusion of the process rack ST);

utilizing current process rack reference accuracy magnitudes conclude that the difference between

the two parameters is at least an order of magnitude smaller than the reference accuracy. This
suggests two things; I ) the requirement results in a one-sided calibration tolerance for the

bistable, 2) the difference between the LSP and the zero margin NSP are statistically
insignificant. Therefore, Westinghouse believes that the requirement of Section C.8c is not
necessary and should be removed.

3) The following is from page 12:

"- If a setpoint changes between tests by more than the amount anticipated. it might no longer be
providing adequate protection. In addition, ifa setpoint changes by more than the anticipated
amount, the equipment might be malfunctioning or the calculations and assumptions by which the
anticipated change was determined might not be accurate. It might be necessary to revise the
calculations and to adjust the associated limits accordingly. "

While the highlighted text is certainly a possibility, with an appropriately researched uncertainty
calculation, the most likely cause for exceeding an AFT is malfunctioning equipment. Therefore
the suggested action, revise calculations and limits, is somewhat extreme for a single occurrence.
Westinghouse would agree to the action if the magnitude of change was experienced by multiple
channels more than once, as demonstrated by data trending, thereby decreasing the likelihood of
equipment malfunction as the cause and providing sufficient data to statistically determine a
revised uncertainty calculation input and AFT. As a result, Westinghouse suggests that additional
clarification is warranted, e.g. multiple channels, multiple times consistent with the plant data
evaluation and trending process in order to meet the required 95/95 basis.
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4) Page 15, definition of AFT: "The as-found tolerance constitutes a limit on the value of the as-
found setpoint. Because setpoint deviation in excess of the as-found tolerance could be an
indication of incorrect operation, NRC staff considers the as-found tolerance (in combination with
the reference value with which it is associated - see below) to constitute a limiting safety system
setting as described in 10 CFR 50.36(c)(l )(ii)(A)."

Westinghouse has two concerns with this statement, 1) the basic wording of the proposed
Regulatory Guide speaks of channel operability only in terms of the AFT with respect to the
setpoint, which is a single point only evaluated explicitly with the COT. Unless the COT
involves the entire instrument string, which is not the case for Westinghouse protection system
designs, it ignores much of the instrument channel. i.e., the COT may involve only the bistable.
Westinghouse defines ST and AFT values for both the instrument channel sensor and process
racks at multiple points across the instrument span, thus defining the operability criteria of that
instrument channel at much more than the NSP. This separation, ST and AFT for sensor and
process racks, results in the definition of operability criteria appropriate for the specific hardware
under surveillance and removes the overshadowing effect of the sensor uncertainties on the
process rack uncertainties. As a result, Westinghouse suggests that this systematic wording
approach, i.e., limiting discussion to the setpoint, in the proposed Regulatory Guide is not
consistent with the Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology that has been in use for many years and
approved on the large majority of Westinghouse NSSS design plants at one point or another in
each plant's operating history. 2) Since the Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology does not define
the AFT, or instrument channel operability, at a single point, definition of the AFT as the LSSS is
not appropriate. As noted in WCAP- 17504, "Westinghouse Generic Setpoint Methodology,"
Westinghouse believes that, for the WSM, the appropriate definition of the LSSS should be the
NSP.

5) Page 16, definition of LSP: "Because a setting less conservative than the limiting setpoint would
not provide adequate assurance that the system would operate as required, the NRC staff
considers the limiting setpoint to constitute a limiting safety system setting as described in 10
CFR 50.36(c)! )(ii)lA)."

As per Comment ( I ), Westinghouse suggests that definition of the LSP as the LSSS is not
appropriate for the WSM. As noted in WCAP-17504, "Westinghouse Generic Setpoint
Methodology," Westinghouse believes that, for the WSM, the appropriate definition of the LSSS
should be the NSP.

6) Page 18, definition of ST: "In the approach described in this RG, the analytical limit is protected
by the limiting setpoint, not by the setting tolerance."

The statement is certainly true for the proposed revision; unfortunately, it is not applicable to the
Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology described in WCAP-17504, which protects the analytical
limit with the NSP, in combination with the ST about the multiple calibration points across the
instrument span for both the sensor and the process racks. Thus, failure to satisfy the ST at a
single calibration point across the entire instrument span results in the conclusion that the
instrument channel is NOT operable. Westinghouse suggests that the NRC recognize other,
already approved, more conservative approaches that have been in use for many years.
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7) Page 18, definition of ST: "The nominal setpoint and setting tolerance are not usually of

regulatory concern..."

Based on Comment (6) above, Westinghouse suggests this statement is not applicable to the
WSM. It should be recognized that the NSP is utilized as the reference point for determination of
Process Measurement Accuracy magnitudes and conversion of uncertainty terms, e.g., % AP to %
flow, for some functions. Westinghouse suggests that utilization of the NSP in these manners
defines the NSP as a basis for concluding the acceptability of an Analytical Limit and thus, as the
LSSS. As it is more appropriate to define the LSSS as the NSP and initial instrument channel
operability is defined as within the ST about the multiple calibration points for both the sensor
and the process racks, this would make the NSP and the ST regulatory concerns for the WSM.

8) Page 20, C.2a: to reduce the potential misunderstanding of the extent of applicability of the
Regulatory Guide, it would be preferable if the portions of the Technical Specifications would be

defined more explicitly. e.g., all trip, actuation and operator action indication points of the
specifications within Section 3.3 of NUREG-1430, NUREG-143 1, NUREG-1432, NUREG-1433
and NUREG-1434, or their equivalents.

9) Page 2 1, C.4c(2), Westinghouse suggests that an allowance should be made for other NRC
approved instrument drift calculation approaches that are based on data evaluation, e.g. Generic

Letter 91-04 and WCAP- 17504.

10) Page 22. C.4d: "Uncertainty analyses should account for all sources of error and uncertainty in

the operation of each device, including.., the effects of electrical noise..."

While it may be desired to include the effects of electrical noise, in general, the magnitude or
occurrence of such effects are not predictable with any degree of accuracy. Therefore, the effects
of electrical noise (EMI/RFI) should be precluded by appropriate design, e.g. filtering and
shielding, and not be considered an uncertainty component.

II) Page 24, C.6a: "'Uncertainty data should be modeled using population statistics based on the

95/95 criterion as described under "Uncertainty Data and the 95/95 Criterion" in this RG. This
applies to the individual uncertainty elements for each device and to all intermediate and final
statistical results."

The individual uncertainty element for each device requirement can be met on a forward fit basis
for new plant design and new hardware, at least from a Westinghouse perspective. It would be
possible for new hardware for operating plants if appropriately tested hardware is purchased.
However, it is not possible to meet this requirement on operating plants with hardware that was
not designed or tested to the 95/95 criterion. (Westinghouse does recognize that with a
conservative data evaluation process, this requirement can be met for the calibration (ST) and
drift (AFT) terms for currently installed hardware.) It is possible to build conservatism into the
evaluation process to address the expected weak links for this equipment, however, that would
only satisf' the final statistical result. Westinghouse suggests that this aspect should be
recognized by the NRC and reflected in the wording of this requirement.
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12) Page 25. C.7b( I ): Westinghouse suggests that the requirement is arbitrary and unnecessary. It is

expected that ST<AFT would be satisfied for a transmitter since transmitter drift is a
phenomenon supported by considerable data that is expected to be several times the magnitude of

the reference accuracy, at a 95/95 level. However, this requirement is not necessary and is not
supported by data for process racks or bistables. There is considerable data to substantiate that
process racks do not experience significant drift (with many instances of calibration data

indicating As Left = As Found, or no change made to the process rack instrument string because
the ST criterion is satisfied with margin), thus demonstrating that ST=AFT is a reasonable and
expected criterion for many process rack designs - both analog and digital. Westinghouse
recommends that this requirement be deleted or identified to specifically apply to sensors

(principally transmitters) only.


